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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 The Purpose of the Plan 

This Asset Management Plan (AM Plan) details information about infrastructure assets with actions required to 
provide an agreed level of service in the most cost-effective manner while outlining associated risks.   The plan 
defines the services to be provided, how the services are provided and what funds are required to provide over 
the 20 year planning period. The AM Plan will link to a Long-Term Financial Plan which typically considers a 10 
year planning period. 

1.2 Asset Description 

This plan covers the infrastructure assets that provide effective management of stormwater control and 
disposal. 

The Stormwater network comprises: 

◼ Stormwater Pits 

◼ Stormwater Drains 

◼ Stormwater Pumping Stations 

◼ Basins 

The above infrastructure assets have replacement value estimated at $14,278,573. 

1.3 Levels of Service 

The allocation in the planned budget is insufficient to continue providing existing services at current levels for 
the planning period. 

1.4 Future Demand 

The factors influencing future demand and the impacts they have on service delivery are created by: 

◼ Population growth 

◼ Climate change and resulting weather events 

These demands will be approached using a combination of managing existing assets, upgrading existing assets 
and providing new assets to meet demand. Demand management practices may also include a combination of 
non-asset solutions, insuring against risks and managing failures. 

1.5 Lifecycle Management Plan 

1.5.1 What does it Cost? 

The forecast lifecycle costs necessary to provide the services covered by this AM Plan includes operation, 
maintenance, renewal, acquisition, and disposal of  assets. Although the AM Plan may be prepared for a range 
of time periods, it typically informs a Long-Term Financial Planning period of 10 years. Therefore, a summary 
output from the AM Plan is the forecast of 10 year total outlays, which for the Stormwater Asset is estimated 
as $2,183,331 or $218,333 on average per year.   

1.6 Financial Summary 

1.6.1 What we will do 

Estimated available funding for the 10 year period is $1,405,000 or $140,500 on average per year as per the 
Long-Term Financial plan or Planned Budget. This is 64.35% of the cost to sustain the current level of service at 
the lowest lifecycle cost.  

The infrastructure reality is that only what is funded in the long-term financial plan can be provided. The 
Informed decision making depends on the AM Plan emphasising the consequences of Planned Budgets on the 
service levels provided and risks. 
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The anticipated Planned Budget for [Enter Asset Group] leaves a shortfall of $-77,833 on average per year of 
the forecast lifecycle costs required to provide services in the AM Plan compared with the Planned Budget 
currently included in the Long-Term Financial Plan. This is shown in the figure below. 

Forecast Lifecycle Costs and Planned Budgets 

 

Figure Values are in current dollars. 

We plan to provide Stormwater services for the following: 

• Operation and maintenance Stormwater assets to meet service levels set by Council in annual 
budgets. 

1.6.2 What we cannot do 

We currently do not allocate enough budget to sustain these services at the proposed standard or to provide 
all new services being sought. Works and services that cannot be provided under present funding levels are: 

◼ Fund projected asset renewal requirements 

◼ Increase asset capacity 

1.6.3 Managing the Risks 

Our present budget levels are insufficient to continue to manage risks in the medium term. 

We will endeavour to manage this risks within available funding by: 

◼ Seeking innovative ways to undertaken asset renewal 

◼ Completing a Stormwater Management Plan to meet eligibility criteria for funding through Government 
flood mitigation strategies. 
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1.7 Asset Management Planning Practices 

Assets requiring renewal are identified from either the asset register or an alternative method. 

◼ The timing of capital renewals based on the asset register is applied by adding the useful life to the year of 
acquisition or year of last renewal, 

◼ Alternatively, an estimate of renewal lifecycle costs is projected from external condition modelling systems 
and may be supplemented with, or based on, expert knowledge. 

The Asset Register was used to forecast the renewal lifecycle costs for this AM Plan. 

This AM Plan is based on a Medium level of confidence information. 

1.8 Monitoring and Improvement Program 

The next steps resulting from this AM Plan to improve asset management practices are: 

◼ Infrastructure inspection and condition assessment utilising CCTV to understand current performances. 

◼ Development of an Stormwater Management Plan to identify critical risks 
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2.0 Introduction 

2.1 Background 

 
This AM Plan communicates the requirements for the sustainable delivery of services through management of 
assets, compliance with regulatory requirements, and required funding to provide the appropriate levels of 
service over the planning period. 

The AM Plan is to be read with the  Port Augusta City Council planning documents. This should include the 
Asset Management Policy and Asset Management Strategy, where developed, along with other key planning 
documents: 

◼ Strategic Directions Plan 2019-2029  

◼ Four-Year Priority Action Plan 

◼ Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP)  

 

The infrastructure assets covered by this AM Plan include the stormwater pipe network, side entry pits and 
junction boxes, 9 pumping stations and 2 basins. For a detailed summary of the assets covered in this AM Plan 
refer to Table in Section 5.  

These assets are used to provide stormwater control and mitigation functions. 

The infrastructure assets included in this plan have a total replacement value of $14,278,573. 

Key stakeholders in the preparation and implementation of this AM Plan are shown in Table 2.1. 
 

Table 2.1:  Key Stakeholders in the AM Plan 

Key Stakeholder Role in Asset Management Plan 

Mayor and Elected Members 

◼ Represent needs of community/shareholders, 

◼ Ensure service sustainable. 

Chief Executive Officer 

◼ Allocate resources to meet planning objectives in providing 
services while managing risks 

◼ Ensure service sustainable. 

Director Infrastructure  

◼ Overall responsibility for Infrastructure Department. 

◼ Ensuring compliance with Strategic Plans and Objectives. 

Manager Regulatory Services 

◼ Ensuring development approval meets required compliance 
standards where impacts on infrastructure are likely or works 
will result in contributed assets. 

Manager Infrastructure 

◼ Ensuring compliance of Strategic Plan Objectives. 

◼ Guidance and leadership to Asset Team 

Asset Management Officer  

◼ Responsibility to ensure asset management tasks and 
improvement plan are undertaken in line with objectives within 
AM Plan.  

◼ Drafting of Asset Management Plans for approval. 
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Key Stakeholder Role in Asset Management Plan 

Technical Officers/Contract 
Administrator and Property Officer 

◼ Capital works projects and contractor engagement 

◼ Report of any asset defects or deficiencies noted during 
inspections. 

Manager Operations 

◼ Capital works projects 

◼ Reactive and planned maintenance schedules 

◼ Completion of CRM and Skytrust Actions 

◼ Report of any asset defects or deficiencies noted during 
inspections 

Community (residents, businesses, 
property owners 

◼ Provide feedback on level of service and the implications on 
revenue and budget expenditure 

◼ Reporting of any asset defects or deficiencies through Council 
CRM system 

Federal and State Governments 
◼ Liaise for funding opportunities through various Government 

Agencies 

 

 

2.2 Goals and Objectives of Asset  Ownership 

Our goal for managing infrastructure assets is to meet the defined level of service (as amended from time to 
time) in the most cost effective manner for present and future consumers.  The key elements of infrastructure 
asset management are: 

◼ Providing a defined level of service and monitoring performance, 

◼ Managing the impact of growth through demand management and infrastructure investment, 

◼ Taking a lifecycle approach to developing cost-effective management strategies for the long-term that 
meet the defined level of service, 

◼ Identifying, assessing and appropriately controlling risks, and  

◼ Linking to a Long-Term Financial Plan which identifies required, affordable forecast costs and how it will be 
allocated. 

Key elements of the planning framework are 

◼ Levels of service – specifies the services and levels of service to be provided, 

◼ Risk Management, 

◼ Future demand – how this will impact on future service delivery and how this is to be met, 

◼ Lifecycle management – how to manage its existing and future assets to provide defined levels of service, 

◼ Financial summary – what funds are required to provide the defined services, 

◼ Asset management practices – how we manage provision of the services, 

◼ Monitoring – how the plan will be monitored to ensure objectives are met, 

◼ Asset management improvement plan – how we increase asset management maturity. 

Other references to the benefits, fundamentals principles and objectives of asset management are: 
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◼ International Infrastructure Management Manual 2015 1 

◼ ISO 550002 

A road map for preparing an AM Plan is shown below. 

Road Map for preparing an Asset Management Plan 
Source: IPWEA, 2006, IIMM, Fig 1.5.1, p 1.11 

 

 
1 Based on IPWEA 2015 IIMM, Sec 2.1.3, p 2| 13 
2 ISO 55000 Overview, principles and terminology 
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3.0 LEVELS OF SERVICE 

3.1 Customer Research and Expectations 

This AM Plan is prepared to facilitate consultation prior to adoption of levels of service by the Port Augusta City 
Council.  Future revisions of the AM Plan will incorporate customer consultation on service levels and costs of 
providing the service. This will assist the Council and stakeholders in matching the level of service required, 
service risks and consequences with the customer’s ability and willingness to pay for the service. 

3.2 Strategic and Corporate Goals 

This AM Plan is prepared under the direction of the  Port Augusta City Council Strategic Directions2019-2029 
goals and objectives. 

Strategic goals have been set by the Port Augusta City Council. The relevant goals and objectives and how these 
are addressed in this AM Plan are summarised in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2:  Goals and how these are addressed in this Plan 

Goal Objective 
How Goal and Objectives are addressed in the AM 

Plan 

We provide and 
advocate for fit 

for purposed 
infrastructure 
that improves 
the economic, 
environmental 

and social 
wellbeing of our 

City. 

• Our physical 
infrastructure meets our 
community needs. 

 

• Our City develops and 
evolves in a planned way, 
improving the 
appearance of our City 
and making efficient use 
of infrastructure. 

• Continuous improvement in asset management 
practices 
 

• Determining a defined level of service and 
monitoring performance using a lifecycle 
approach. 

We conduct our 
Council business 

ethically and 
transparently 

and seek 
financial 

sustainability 
and legislative 
compliance to 

allow the Council 
to provide the 
infrastructure 
and services 
required to 

achieve our 2029 
aspirations. 

• Investigate and 
implement a contingency 
approach for planning for 
growth or decline. 

• Managing the impact of growth through demand 
management and infrastructure investment 
 

• Informing the long-term financial plan which 
identifies required, affordable expenditure and 
how it will be financed (Based on IPWEA, 2011, 
IIMM, Sec 1.2 p1/7) 

3.3 Legislative Requirements 

There are many legislative requirements relating to the management of assets.  Legislative requirements that 
impact the delivery of Stormwater assets service are outlined in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3:  Legislative Requirements 

Legislation Requirement 

Local Government Act 1999 
Sets out role, purpose, responsibilities and powers of local governments 
including the preparation of a long term financial plan supported by 
asset management plans for sustainable service delivery. 

Work Health and Safety Act 2012 
& Regulations 

Set out roles and responsibilities to secure the health, safety and 
welfare of persons at work. 

Environment Protection Act 1993 
Enables administration of the regulatory framework for control of 
stormwater quality and pollution 

Environment Protection (Water 
Quality) Policy 2015 

Regulatory tools and function  

 

3.4 Customer Values 

Service levels are defined in three ways, customer values, customer levels of service and technical levels of 
service. 

Customer Values indicate: 

◼ what aspects of the service is important to the customer, 

◼ whether they see value in what is currently provided and 

◼ the likely trend over time based on the current budget provision 

Future revisions of the AM Plan will incorporate customer values once fully researched through community 
engagement and satisfaction surveys. 

3.5 Customer Levels of Service 

The Customer Levels of Service are considered in terms of: 

Condition How good is the service … what is the condition or quality of the service? 

Function Is it suitable for its intended purpose …. Is it the right service? 

Capacity/Use Is the service over or under used … do we need more or less of these assets? 

In Table 3.5 under each of the service measures types (Condition, Function, Capacity/Use) there is a summary 
of the performance measure being used, the current performance, and the expected performance based on 
the current budget allocation. 

These are measures of fact related to the service delivery outcome (e.g. number of occasions when service is 
not available or proportion of replacement value by condition %’s) to provide a balance in comparison to the 
customer perception that may be more subjective. 
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Table 3.5:  Customer Level of Service Measures 

Type of Measure Level of Service 
Performance Measure 

Service Target 

Reliability Drainage system 

operation without 

blockage 

Reported or identified 

blockages. 

Zero complaints per 
year 

 Maintenance of service 

during power outage. 

Manage system in 

accordance with 

contingency plan to 

minimise and manage 

stormwater flooding at 

pump stations. 

Activation of 

contingency plan as 

required. 

Responsiveness Response to blockages 

and alarms within set 

timeframe. 

Response to critical alarms 

and complaints. 

Within 1 hour 

Amenity Maintain visual amenity of 

stormwater infrastructure. 

Maintain pumping 

equipment, clear debris 

and weeds from pit 

entry points. 

Weed spraying and 

debris clearing of 

stormwater sites in 

conjunction with 

footpath spraying 

program. 

<5 per year 

Safety Ensure public safety 

around high risk system  

components including 

pump stations, basins, 

maintenance holes 

All lockable 

infrastructure secured 

from public access. 

No unauthorised access 

to stormwater 

infrastructure. 

 Accidents related to asset 

conditions are minimised 

No successful claim 

increase against Council 

Zero claims against 
Council. 

Financing Annual budget reporting 

in line with Council 

financial processes 

Adequate recording and 

reporting on costs. 

Budget reporting in line 

with measured costs. 

 
 

3.6 Technical Levels of Service 

Technical Levels of Service – To deliver the customer values, and impact the achieved Customer Levels of 
Service, are operational or technical measures of performance. These technical measures relate to the 
activities and allocation of resources to best achieve the desired customer outcomes and demonstrate 
effective performance.  

Technical service measures are linked to the activities and annual budgets covering: 

◼ Acquisition – the activities to provide a higher level of service (e.g. widening a road, sealing an unsealed 
road, replacing a pipeline with a larger size) or a new service that did not exist previously (e.g. a new 
library). 
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◼ Operation – the regular activities to provide services (e.g. opening hours, cleansing, mowing grass, energy, 
inspections, etc. 

◼ Maintenance – the activities necessary to retain an asset as near as practicable to an appropriate service 
condition. Maintenance activities enable an asset to provide service for its planned life (e.g. road patching, 
unsealed road grading, building and structure repairs), 

◼ Renewal – the activities that return the service capability of an asset up to that which it had originally 
provided (e.g. road resurfacing and pavement reconstruction, pipeline replacement and building 
component replacement), 

Service and asset managers plan, implement and control technical service levels to influence the service 
outcomes.3  

Table 3.6 shows the activities expected to be provided under the current 10 year Planned Budget allocation, 
and the Forecast activity requirements being recommended in this AM Plan. 

 

Table 3.6: Technical Levels of Service 

Type of Measure Level of Service 
Performance Measure 

Service Target 

Reliability Ongoing operation of 

pump stations 

System outage frequency 

and duration during a 

rainfall event 

No system outages during 

rainfall events. Activation of 

contingency plan as required. 

Maintenance 
System maintenance 

in accordance with 

component 

manufacturers’ 

recommendations 

and Council 

Operatinos and 

Maintenance Plan 

Reporting Records maintained of all system 

maintenance. 

  Budget $79300 

Renewal 
Planned asset renewal 

and upgrade 

undertaken to maintain 

system in compliant 

operational condition 

Asset management 

plan integrated with 

Long term Financial 

Plan and annual 

budget process 

Meet and maintain planned 

renewal expenditures. 

Updated plans adopted for 

2015/26 budgeting and reviewed 

annually 

  Budget $77033 

Capacity Ensure adequate 

capacity for future 

growth forecasts. 

 

 

 

System planning based 

on growth forecasts 

and development 

planning 

Drainage catchment plans 

completed and aligned to growth 

forecasts and development 

planning. 

 
3 IPWEA, 2015, IIMM, p 2|28. 
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Type of Measure Level of Service 
Performance Measure 

Service Target 

Safety System free of 

preventable hazards 

Assessment of hazardous 

components and tasks in 

accordance with Hazard 

Management Procedure 

No lost time injury associated 

with stormwater operations. 

 

It is important to monitor the service levels regularly as circumstances can and do change. Current 
performance is based on existing resource provision and work efficiencies.  It is acknowledged changing 
circumstances such as technology and customer priorities will change over time.  
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4.0 FUTURE DEMAND 

4.1 Demand Drivers 

Drivers affecting demand include things such as population change, regulations, changes in demographics, 
seasonal factors, vehicle ownership rates, consumer preferences and expectations, technological changes, 
economic factors, agricultural practices, environmental awareness, etc. 

4.2 Demand Forecasts 

The present position and projections for demand drivers that may impact future service delivery and use of 
assets have been identified and documented. 

4.3 Demand Impact and Demand Management Plan 

The impact of demand drivers that may affect future service delivery and use of assets are shown in Table 4.3. 

Demand for new services will be managed through a combination of managing existing assets, upgrading of 
existing assets and providing new assets to meet demand and demand management.  Demand management 
practices can include non-asset solutions, insuring against risks and managing failures.  

Opportunities identified to date for demand management are shown in Table 4.3.  Further opportunities will be 
developed in future revisions of this AM Plan. 

Table 4.3:  Demand Management Plan 

Demand 
driver 

Current position Projection 
Impact on 
services 

Demand Management 
Plan 

Population  
13,474 (2001 Census) 
13,874 (2006 Census) 
13,985 (2011 Census) 
14,102 (2018 ABS) 

Population 

continuing to 

grow, albeit 

slowing. 

Continued 

development 

Port Augusta 

West & Stirling 

North13 

Downstream 

impact of 

existing 

drainage 

systems and 

pump 

stations. 

Capacity 

issues 

 

Capacity study and 
development guideline 
documents. 

4.4 Asset Programs to meet Demand 

The new assets required to meet demand may be acquired, donated or constructed.  Additional assets are 
discussed in Section 5.4.  

Acquiring new assets will commit the Port Augusta City Council to ongoing operations, maintenance and 
renewal costs for the period that the service provided from the assets is required.  These future costs are 
identified and considered in developing forecasts of future operations, maintenance and renewal costs for 
inclusion in the long-term financial plan (Refer to Section 5). 

4.5 Climate Change Adaptation 

The impacts of climate change may have a significant impact on the assets we manage and the services they 
provide. In the context of the Asset Management Planning process climate change can be considered as both a 
future demand and a risk. 
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How climate change impacts on assets will vary depending on the location and the type of services provided, as 
will the way in which we respond and manage those impacts.4 

As a minimum we consider how to manage our existing assets given potential climate change impacts for our 
region. 

Risk and opportunities identified to date are shown in Table 4.5.1 

Table 4.5.1 Managing the Impact of Climate Change on Assets and Services 

Climate Change 
Description 

Projected Change 
Potential Impact on Assets 

and Services 
Management 

Increased weather 
events 

Increased 
intensity and 
volume rain 
events 

Inability for drainage to cope Complete Stormwater 
Management Plan to 
identify risk. 

 
Additionally, the way in which we construct new assets should recognise that there is opportunity to build in 
resilience to climate change impacts. Building resilience can have the following benefits: 

◼ Assets will withstand the impacts of climate change; 

◼ Services can be sustained; and 

◼ Assets that can endure may potentially lower the lifecycle cost and reduce their carbon footprint 

 
The impact of climate change on assets is a new and complex discussion and further opportunities will be 
developed in future revisions of this AM Plan. 

 

 
4 IPWEA Practice Note 12.1 Climate Change Impacts on the Useful Life of Infrastructure 
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5.0 LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

The lifecycle management plan details how the Port Augusta City Council plans to manage and operate the 
assets at the agreed levels of service (Refer to Section 3) while managing life cycle costs. 

5.1 Background Data 

5.1.1 Physical parameters 

The assets covered by this AM Plan are shown in Table 5.1.1. 

The age profile of the assets included in this AM Plan are shown in Figure 5.1.1. 

Table 5.1.1:  Assets covered by this Plan 

Asset Category Dimension Replacement Value 

Stormwater Pits  822 items $2,420,301 

Stormwater Drains  31,206m $9,584,229 

Stormwater Pumping Stations  71 items $1,275,060 

Basins  6 items $998,983 

TOTAL  $14,278,573  

 
 

Figure 5.1.1:  Asset Age Profile 

 

All figure values are shown in current day dollars. 
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5.1.2 Asset capacity and performance 

Assets are generally provided to meet design standards where these are available. However, there is 
insufficient resources to address all known deficiencies.  Locations where deficiencies in service performance 
are known are detailed in Table 5.1.2. 

Table 5.1.2:  Known Service Performance Deficiencies 

Location Service Deficiency 

Frome Road Pump Station  Replacement pump and electrical board requires replacement 

Flinders Terrace  Limited capacity and localised flooding 

Flinders Street  Localised flooding, limited capacity 

The above service deficiencies were identified from previous flooding events and customer complaints 

5.1.3 Asset condition 

Condition is currently based on age profiling. Council is seeking to commence a program to condition assess 
using CCTV to validate current asset data.  This condition assessment is highlighted within the improvement 
plan. 

5.2 Operations and Maintenance Plan 

Operations include regular activities to provide services. Examples of typical operational activities include 
cleaning, street sweeping, asset inspection, and utility costs.  

Maintenance includes all actions necessary for retaining an asset as near as practicable to an appropriate 
service condition including regular ongoing day-to-day work necessary to keep assets operating. Examples of 
typical maintenance activities include pipe repairs, asphalt patching, and equipment repairs. 

The trend in maintenance budgets are shown in Table 5.2.1. 

Table 5.2.1:  Maintenance Budget Trends 

Year Maintenance Budget $ 

2019/2020  101,999 

2018/2019  60,550 

2017/2018  75,330 

 
Maintenance budget levels are considered to be adequate to meet projected service levels, which may be less 
than or equal to current service levels.  Where maintenance budget allocations are such that they will result in 
a lesser level of service, the service consequences and service risks have been identified and are highlighted in 
this AM Plan and service risks considered in the Infrastructure Risk Management Plan. 

Asset hierarchy 

An asset hierarchy provides a framework for structuring data in an information system to assist in collection of 
data, reporting information and making decisions.  The hierarchy includes the asset class and component used 
for asset planning and financial reporting and service level hierarchy used for service planning and delivery.  

The service hierarchy is to be developed and reported in future revisions of the AM Plan. 
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Summary of forecast operations and maintenance costs 

Forecast operations and maintenance costs are expected to vary in relation to the total value of the asset 
stock. If additional assets are acquired, the future operations and maintenance costs are forecast to increase. If 
assets are disposed of the forecast operation and maintenance costs are expected to decrease. Figure 5.2 
shows the forecast operations and maintenance costs relative to the proposed operations and maintenance 
Planned Budget. 

Figure 5.2:  Operations and Maintenance Summary 

 

All figure values are shown in current day dollars. 

Addition funds are added to Operational expenses within the first two year period to develop a Stormwater 
Management Plan.  This will allow Council to apply for Government assistance with service deficiencies. 

5.3 Renewal Plan 

Renewal is major capital work which does not significantly alter the original service provided by the asset, but 
restores, rehabilitates, replaces or renews an existing asset to its original service potential.  Work over and 
above restoring an asset to original service potential is considered to be an acquisition resulting in additional 
future operations and maintenance costs. 

Assets requiring renewal are identified from one of two approaches in the Lifecycle Model. 

◼ The first method uses Asset Register data to project the renewal costs (current replacement cost) and 
renewal timing (acquisition year plus updated useful life to determine the renewal year), or 

◼ The second method uses an alternative approach to estimate the timing and cost of forecast renewal work 
(i.e. condition modelling system, staff judgement, average network renewals, or other). 
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The typical useful lives of assets used to develop projected asset renewal forecasts are shown in Table 5.3. 

Asset useful lives were last reviewed in 2016.5 

Table 5.3:  Useful Lives of Assets 

Asset (Sub)Category Useful life 

Stormwater Nodes  80 years 

Stormwater Drains 100 years 

Stormwater Pump Station Civic Assets  25-50 years 

Stormwater Pump Station Electrical Assets 25 years 

Stormwater Pump Station Mechanical Assets 20 years 

Stormwater Basin Civil Assets 50 years 

 

The estimates for renewals in this AM Plan were based on the asset register. 

5.3.1 Renewal ranking criteria 

Asset renewal is typically undertaken to either: 

◼ Ensure the reliability of the existing infrastructure to deliver the service it was constructed to facilitate (e.g. 
replacing a bridge that has a 5 t load limit), or 

◼ To ensure the infrastructure is of sufficient quality to meet the service requirements (e.g. condition of a 

playground).6 

It is possible to prioritise renewals by identifying assets or asset groups that: 

◼ Have a high consequence of failure, 

◼ Have high use and subsequent impact on users would be significant, 

◼ Have higher than expected operational or maintenance costs, and 

◼ Have potential to reduce life cycle costs by replacement with a modern equivalent asset that would 

provide the equivalent service.7 

The ranking criteria used to determine priority is to be developed for future AM Plan reviews 

 

5.4 Summary of future renewal costs 

Forecast renewal costs are projected to increase over time if the asset stock increases.  The forecast costs 
associated with renewals are shown relative to the proposed renewal budget in Figure 5.4.1. A detailed 
summary of the forecast renewal costs is shown in Appendix D. 

  

 
5 Enter Reference to Report documenting Review of Useful Life of Assets 
6 IPWEA, 2015, IIMM, Sec 3.4.4, p 3|91. 
7 Based on IPWEA, 2015, IIMM,  Sec 3.4.5, p 3|97. 
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Figure 5.4.1:  Forecast Renewal Costs 

 

 

All figure values are shown in current day dollars. 
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Figure 5.4.1 represents a unfunded assets in year one and a significant value of renewal provided in 2030.  The 
impact of this shortfall is required to be understood and strategies to address service deficiencies by delaying 
these works. 

5.5 Acquisition Plan  

Acquisition reflects are new assets that did not previously exist or works which will upgrade or improve an 
existing asset beyond its existing capacity.  They may result from growth, demand, social or environmental 
needs.  Assets may also be donated to the Port Augusta City Council.   

5.5.1 Selection criteria 

Proposed acquisition of new assets, and upgrade of existing assets, are identified from various sources such as 
community requests, proposals identified by strategic plans or partnerships with others. Potential upgrade and 
new works should be reviewed to verify that they are essential to the Entities needs. Proposed upgrade and 
new work analysis should also include the development of a preliminary renewal estimate to ensure that the 
services are sustainable over the longer term.  Verified proposals can then be ranked by priority and available 
funds and scheduled in future works programmes.   

Summary of future asset acquisition costs 

New works are scheduled for Flinders Terrace and Flinders Street where localised flood has been identified as a 
network deficiency.  Upgrade works are required to relocate the Watts Street Pump station which is currently 
located within rail corridor on private land is therefore is inaccessible.   

Figure 5.5.1:  Acquisition (Constructed) Summary 

 

All figure values are shown in current day dollars. 

When an Entity commits to new assets, they must be prepared to fund future operations, maintenance and 
renewal costs. They must also account for future depreciation when reviewing long term sustainability. When 
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reviewing the long-term impacts of asset acquisition, it is useful to consider the cumulative value of the 
acquired assets being taken on by the Entity. The cumulative value of all acquisition work, including assets that 
are constructed and contributed shown in Figure 5.4.2. 

Figure 5.5.2:  Acquisition Summary 

 

All figure values are shown in current dollars. 

Expenditure on new assets and services in the capital works program will be accommodated in the long-term 
financial plan, but only to the extent that there is available funding. 

Summary of asset forecast costs 

The financial projections from this asset plan are shown in Figure 5.4.3. These projections include forecast costs 
for acquisition, operation, maintenance, renewal, and disposal. These forecast costs are shown relative to the 
proposed budget. 

The bars in the graphs represent the forecast costs needed to minimise the life cycle costs associated with the 
service provision. The proposed budget line indicates the estimate of available funding. The gap between the 
forecast work and the proposed budget is the basis of the discussion on achieving balance between costs, 
levels of service and risk to achieve the best value outcome. 
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Figure 5.5.3:  Lifecycle Summary 

 

 
All figure values are shown in current day dollars. 

5.6 Disposal Plan 

Disposal includes any activity associated with the disposal of a decommissioned asset including sale, demolition 
or relocation. No assets have been identified for possible decommissioning and disposal. 
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6.0 RISK MANAGEMENT PLANNING 

The purpose of infrastructure risk management is to document the findings and recommendations resulting 
from the periodic identification, assessment and treatment of risks associated with providing services from 
infrastructure, using the fundamentals of International Standard ISO 31000:2018 Risk management – Principles 
and guidelines.  

Risk Management is defined in ISO 31000:2018 as: ‘coordinated activities to direct and control with regard to 
risk’8. 

An assessment of risks9 associated with service delivery will identify risks that will result in loss or reduction in 
service, personal injury, environmental impacts, a ‘financial shock’, reputational impacts, or other 
consequences.  The risk assessment process identifies credible risks, the likelihood of the risk event occurring, 
and the consequences should the event occur. The risk assessment should also include the development of a 
risk rating, evaluation of the risks and development of a risk treatment plan for those risks that are deemed to 
be non-acceptable. 

6.1 Critical Assets 

Critical assets are defined as those which have a high consequence of failure causing significant loss or 
reduction of service.  Critical assets have been identified and along with their typical failure mode, and the 
impact on service delivery, these assets will be reported in future revisions of the AM Plan. 

6.2 Risk Assessment 

The risk management process used is shown in Figure 6.2 below. 

It is an analysis and problem-solving technique designed to provide a logical process for the selection of 
treatment plans and management actions to protect the community against unacceptable risks. 

The process is based on the fundamentals of International Standard ISO 31000:2018. 

 

 
8 ISO 31000:2009, p 2 
9 REPLACE with Reference to the Corporate or Infrastructure Risk Management Plan as the footnote 
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Fig 6.2  Risk Management Process – Abridged 
Source: ISO 31000:2018, Figure 1, p9 

 
The risk assessment process identifies credible risks, the likelihood of the risk event occurring, the 
consequences should the event occur, development of a risk rating, evaluation of the risk and development of 
a risk treatment plan for non-acceptable risks. 

An assessment of risks10 associated with service delivery will identify risks that will result in loss or reduction in 
service, personal injury, environmental impacts, a ‘financial shock’, reputational impacts, or other 
consequences.   

Critical risks are those assessed with ‘Very High’ (requiring immediate corrective action) and ‘High’ (requiring 
corrective action) risk ratings identified in the Infrastructure Risk Management Plan.  The residual risk and 
treatment costs of implementing the selected treatment plan is shown in Table 6.2.  It is essential that these 
critical risks and costs are reported to management and the Council. 

Table 6.2:  Risks and Treatment Plans 

Service or Asset  
at Risk 

What can Happen Risk Rating 
(VH, H) 

Risk Treatment Plan Residual Risk * Treatment 
Costs 

Stormwater drainage 

systems:  

Loss of knowledge 

of the system 
VH Documentation of 

operation plans for 
asset class 

M TBA 

 Stormwater 
drainage blockage 

H Regular Maintenance L TBA 

 Stormwater pump 

station failure – 

Localised flooding 

H and contingency 
plans required 

L TBA 

Note *  The residual risk is the risk remaining after the selected risk treatment plan is implemented. 
 

6.3 Infrastructure Resilience Approach 

The resilience of our critical infrastructure is vital to the ongoing provision of services to customers. To adapt to 
changing conditions we need to understand our capacity to ‘withstand a given level of stress or demand’, and 
to respond to possible disruptions to ensure continuity of service. 

Resilience recovery planning, financial capacity, climate change risk assessment and crisis leadership will be 
included in future iterations of the AM Plan. 

 

6.4 Service and Risk Trade-Offs 

The decisions made in adopting this AM Plan are based on the objective to achieve the optimum benefits from 
the available resources. 

6.4.1 What we cannot do 

There are some operations and maintenance activities and capital projects that are unable to be undertaken 
within the next 10 years.  These include: 

◼ Provide all of the funds required for renewal functions 

 
10 REPLACE with Reference to the Corporate or Infrastructure Risk Management Plan as the footnote 
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◼ Upgrade to meet capacity issues if required  
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7.0 FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

This section contains the financial requirements resulting from the information presented in the previous 
sections of this AM Plan.  The financial projections will be improved as the discussion on desired levels of 
service and asset performance matures. 

7.1 Financial Sustainability and Projections 

7.1.1 Sustainability of service delivery 

There are two key indicators of sustainable service delivery that are considered in the AM Plan for this service 
area. The two indicators are the: 

◼ asset renewal funding ratio (proposed renewal budget for the next 10 years / forecast renewal costs for 
next 10 years), and  

◼ medium term forecast costs/proposed budget (over 10 years of the planning period). 

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio 

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio11 67.76% 

The Asset Renewal Funding Ratio is an important indicator and illustrates that over the next 10 years we expect 
to have 67.76% of the funds required for the optimal renewal of assets.  

The forecast renewal work along with the proposed renewal budget, and the cumulative shortfall, is illustrated 
in Appendix D. 

Medium term – 10 year financial planning period 

This AM Plan identifies the forecast operations, maintenance and renewal costs required to provide an agreed 
level of service to the community over a 10 year period. This provides input into 10 year financial and funding 
plans aimed at providing the required services in a sustainable manner.  

This forecast work can be compared to the proposed budget over the first 10 years of the planning period to 
identify any funding shortfall.   

The forecast operations, maintenance and renewal costs over the 10 year planning period is $190,333  average 
per year.   

The proposed (budget) operations, maintenance and renewal funding is $140500  on average per year giving a 
10 year funding shortfall of  $-49,833  per year.  This indicates that 73.82% of the forecast costs needed to 
provide the services documented in this AM Plan are accommodated in the proposed budget. Note, these 
calculations exclude acquired assets. 

Providing sustainable services from infrastructure requires the management of service levels, risks, forecast 
outlays and financing to achieve a financial indicator of approximately 1.0 for the first years of the AM Plan and 
ideally over the 10 year life of the Long-Term Financial Plan. 

7.1.2 Forecast Costs (outlays) for the long-term financial plan 

Table 7.1.3 shows the forecast costs (outlays) required for consideration in the 10 year long-term financial plan.  

Providing services in a financially sustainable manner requires a balance between the forecast outlays required 
to deliver the agreed service levels with the planned budget allocations in the long-term financial plan. 

A gap between the forecast outlays and the amounts allocated in the financial plan indicates further work is 
required on reviewing service levels in the AM Plan (including possibly revising the long-term financial plan). 

 
11 AIFMM, 2015, Version 1.0, Financial Sustainability Indicator 3, Sec 2.6, p 9. 
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We will manage the ‘gap’ by developing this AM Plan to provide guidance on future service levels and 
resources required to provide these services in consultation with the community. 

Forecast costs are shown in 2020/21 dollar values.  

Table 7.1.2:  Forecast Costs (Outlays) for the Long-Term Financial Plan 

Year Acquisition Operation Maintenance  Renewal Disposal 

2020 280000 134000 79300 707951 0 

2021 0 134000 79300 4231 0 

2022 0 9000 79300 3629 0 

2023 0 9000 79300 0 0 

2024 0 9000 79300 0 0 

2025 0 9000 79300 0 0 

2026 0 9000 79300 0 0 

2027 0 9000 79300 39364 0 

2028 0 9000 79300 2671 0 

2029 0 9000 79300 12485 0 

2030 0 9000 79300 1237877 0 

2031 0 9000 79300 0 0 

2032 0 9000 79300 2789 0 

2033 0 9000 79300 0 0 

2034 0 9000 79300 114780 0 

2035 0 9000 79300 148182 0 

2036 0 9000 79300 0 0 

2037 0 9000 79300 4459 0 

2038 0 9000 79300 3097 0 

2039 0 9000 79300 110189 0 

 

7.2 Funding Strategy 

The proposed funding for assets is outlined in the Entity’s budget and Long-Term financial plan. 

The financial strategy of the entity determines how funding will be provided, whereas the AM Plan 
communicates how and when this will be spent, along with the service and risk consequences of various service 
alternatives. 

7.3 Valuation Forecasts 

7.3.1 Asset valuations 

The best available estimate of the value of assets included in this AM Plan are shown below.   The assets are 
valued at fair value at cost to replace service capacity: 

Replacement Cost (Current/Gross)  $14114251  

Depreciable Amount   $14114251  

Depreciated Replacement Cost12  $7630493.0  

 
12 Also reported as Written Down Value, Carrying or Net Book Value. 

Residual 

Value

Depreciable 

Amount

Useful Life

Gross 

Replacement  

Cost

End of 

reporting 

period 1

Annual 

Depreciation 

Expense

End of 

reporting 

period 2

Accumulated 

Depreciation 
Depreciated 

Replacement 

Cost
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Depreciation    $203829.0 

7.3.2 Valuation forecast 

Asset values are forecast to increase slightly as additional assets are added. 

Additional assets will generally add to the operations and maintenance needs in the longer term. Additional 
assets will also require additional costs due to future renewals. Any additional assets will also add to future 
depreciation forecasts and should inform decision marking on long term sustainability. 

7.4 Key Assumptions Made in Financial Forecasts 

In compiling this AM Plan, it was necessary to make some assumptions. This section details the key 
assumptions made in the development of this AM plan and should provide readers with an understanding of 
the level of confidence in the data behind the financial forecasts. 

Key assumptions made in this AM Plan are: 

◼ All  financial information for the whole of the 20 year plan is presented in present day values 

◼ Information is based on available asset data 

◼ Asset useful life assumptions are correct 

◼ Unexpected changes in asset condition may result in unplanned and unbudgeted maintenance and 
renewal requirements. 

7.5 Forecast Reliability and Confidence 

The forecast costs, proposed budgets, and valuation projections in this AM Plan are based on the best available 
data.  For effective asset and financial management, it is critical that the information is current and accurate.  

Data confidence is classified on a A - E level scale13 in accordance with Table 7.5.1. 

Table 7.5.1:  Data Confidence Grading System 

Confidence 
Grade 

Description 

A.  Very High Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations and analysis, documented 
properly and agreed as the best method of assessment. Dataset is complete and 
estimated to be accurate ± 2% 

B.  High Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations and analysis, documented 
properly but has minor shortcomings, for example some of the data is old, some 
documentation is missing and/or reliance is placed on unconfirmed reports or some 
extrapolation.  Dataset is complete and estimated to be accurate ± 10% 

C.  Medium Data based on sound records, procedures, investigations and analysis which is 
incomplete or unsupported, or extrapolated from a limited sample for which grade A or 
B data are available.  Dataset is substantially complete but up to 50% is extrapolated 
data and accuracy estimated ± 25% 

D.  Low Data is based on unconfirmed verbal reports and/or cursory inspections and analysis.  
Dataset may not be fully complete, and most data is estimated or extrapolated.  
Accuracy ± 40% 

E.  Very Low None or very little data held. 

 

 
13 IPWEA, 2015, IIMM, Table 2.4.6, p 2|71. 
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The estimated confidence level for and reliability of data used in this AM Plan is shown in Table 7.5.2. 

Table 7.5.2:  Data Confidence Assessment for Data used in AM Plan 

Data Confidence Assessment Comment 

Demand drivers B Demand drivers are based on historic trends 

Growth projections N/a All figures are based on present day values 

Acquisition forecast C Capacity and upgrade requirement to be 
validated  

Operation forecast C Data requires validation and assessment for 
priority 

Maintenance forecast C Data requires validation and assessment for 
priority 

Renewal forecast 
- Asset values B 

Renewal forecast values are informed from the 
current valuation data 

- Asset useful lives C There are some concerns around useful life 
projections as condition has been based on age 
profiling 

- Condition modelling C Data requires validation and assessment for 
priority 

Disposal forecast C Useful lives impact accumulated depreciation 
and therefore may be under or overstated if 
useful lives are not reflective of actual asset 
performance.  

 

The estimated confidence level for and reliability of data used in this AM Plan is considered to be Medium 
Confidence Level. 
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8.0 PLAN IMPROVEMENT AND MONITORING 

8.1 Status of Asset Management Practices14 

8.1.1 Accounting and financial data sources 

This AM Plan utilises accounting and financial data. Financial records and maintained within Authority Finance 
System. 

Asset management data sources 

This AM Plan also utilises asset management data. The source of the data is Council’s Asset Management 
System, Conquest. 

8.2 Improvement Plan 

It is important that an entity recognise areas of their AM Plan and planning process that require future 
improvements to ensure effective asset management and informed decision making. The improvement plan 
generated from this AM Plan is shown in Table 8.2. 

Table 8.2:  Improvement Plan 

Task Task Responsibility 
Resources 
Required 

Timeline 

1 Development of Asset Improvement plan 
timeline to address tasks below 

MI/AMO  Dec 20 

2 Review accuracy of asset register though CCTV 
condition assessment and spatial data capture 

AMO Internal/Contract  

3 Identify risks and apply risk treatment plans AMO/MO Internal  

4 Undertaken capacity assessment to identify 
current service levels 

AMO/MO Internal/Contract  

5 Develop a Stormwater Management Plan to 
provide a strategic direct for management of 
the asset category and to be eligible for 
Government assistance to mitigate risks 

DI/MI/AMO Internal/Contract  

6 Develop an Operation Plan for ongoing 
maintenance and optimal asset delivery 

MO/AMO Internal  

7 Conduct public satisfaction survey to ascertain 
community level of service expectations 

AMO Internal/Consultant  

 

8.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures 

This AM Plan will be reviewed during the annual budget planning process and revised to show any material 
changes in service levels, risks, forecast costs and proposed budgets as a result of budget decisions.  

The AM Plan will be reviewed and updated annually to ensure it represents the current service level, asset 
values, forecast operations, maintenance, renewals, acquisition and asset disposal costs and planned budgets. 
These forecast costs and proposed budget are incorporated into the Long-Term Financial Plan or will be 
incorporated into the Long-Term Financial Plan once completed. 

 
14 ISO 55000 Refers to this as the Asset Management System 
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The AM Plan has a maximum life of 4 years and is due for complete revision and updating within 2 years of 
each Council election. 

8.4 Performance Measures 

The effectiveness of this AM Plan can be measured in the following ways: 

◼ The degree to which the required forecast costs identified in this AM Plan are incorporated into the long-
term financial plan, 

◼ The degree to which the 1-5 year detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and corporate 
structures consider the ‘global’ works program trends provided by the AM Plan, 

◼ The degree to which the existing and projected service levels and service consequences, risks and residual 
risks are incorporated into the Strategic Planning documents and associated plans, 

◼ The Asset Renewal Funding Ratio achieving the Organisational target (this target is often 90 – 100%). 
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10.0 APPENDICES 

Appendix A Acquisition Forecast  

 
A.1 – Acquisition Project Summary 
 

Year Project 
$ 

Estimate 

2020 Flinders Avenue Basin 150,000 

2020 Flinders Street Capacity Upgrade 30,000 

2020 Watt Street Relocation 100,000 
 
 
 

Table A3 - Acquisition Forecast Summary 

 

Year Constructed Donated Growth 

2020 280000  0 0  

2021 0  0 0  

2022 0  0 0  

2023 0  0 0  

2024 0  0 0  

2025 0  0 0  

2026 0  0 0  

2027 0  0 0  

2028 0  0 0  

2029 0  0 0  

2030 0  0 0  

2031 0  0 0  

2032 0  0 0  

2033 0  0 0  

2034 0  0 0  

2035 0  0 0  

2036 0  0 0  

2037 0  0 0  

2038 0  0 0  

2039 0  0 0  
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Appendix B Operation Forecast  

 
 

Table B2 - Operation Forecast Summary 

 

Year Operation Forecast 
Additional Operation 

Forecast 
Total Operation Forecast 

2020 134000  0 134000  

2021 134000  0 134000  

2022 9000  0 9000  

2023 9000  0 9000  

2024 9000  0 9000  

2025 9000  0 9000  

2026 9000  0 9000  

2027 9000  0 9000  

2028 9000  0 9000  

2029 9000  0 9000  

2030 9000  0 9000  

2031 9000  0 9000  

2032 9000  0 9000  

2033 9000  0 9000  

2034 9000  0 9000  

2035 9000  0 9000  

2036 9000  0 9000  

2037 9000  0 9000  

2038 9000  0 9000  

2039 9000  0 9000  
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Appendix C Maintenance Forecast 

 
. 
 

Table C2 - Maintenance Forecast Summary 

 

Year Maintenance Forecast 
Additional Maintenance 

Forecast 
Total Maintenance 

Forecast 

2020 79300  0 79300  

2021 79300  0 79300  

2022 79300  0 79300  

2023 79300  0 79300  

2024 79300  0 79300  

2025 79300  0 79300  

2026 79300  0 79300  

2027 79300  0 79300  

2028 79300  0 79300  

2029 79300  0 79300  

2030 79300  0 79300  

2031 79300  0 79300  

2032 79300  0 79300  

2033 79300  0 79300  

2034 79300  0 79300  

2035 79300  0 79300  

2036 79300  0 79300  

2037 79300  0 79300  

2038 79300  0 79300  

2039 79300  0 79300  
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Appendix D Renewal Forecast Summary 

 
 

Table D3 - Renewal Forecast Summary 

 

Year Renewal Forecast Renewal Budget 

2020 707951  470000 

2021 4231  4000 

2022 3629  3000 

2023 0  0 

2024 0  0 

2025 0  0 

2026 0  0 

2027 39364  0 

2028 2671  42000 

2029 12485  3000 

2030 1237877  13000 

2031 0  178000 

2032 2789  178000 

2033 0  178000 

2034 114780  178000 

2035 148182  178000 

2036 0  178000 

2037 4459  178000 

2038 3097  178000 

2039 110189  178000 
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Appendix E Disposal Summary 

 
Nil 
. 
 

Table E3 – Disposal Activity Summary 

 

Year Disposal Forecast Disposal Budget 

2020 0  0 

2021 0  0 

2022 0  0 

2023 0  0 

2024 0  0 

2025 0  0 

2026 0  0 

2027 0  0 

2028 0  0 

2029 0  0 

2030 0  0 

2031 0  0 

2032 0  0 

2033 0  0 

2034 0  0 

2035 0  0 

2036 0  0 

2037 0  0 

2038 0  0 

2039 0  0 
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Appendix F Budget Summary by Lifecycle Activity 

 
 

Table F1 – Budget Summary by Lifecycle Activity 

Year Acquisition Operation Maintenance Renewal Disposal Total 

2020 0  9000 79300 470000 0 558300  

2021 0  9000 79300 4000 0 92300  

2022 0  9000 79300 3000 0 91300  

2023 0  9000 79300 0 0 88300  

2024 0  9000 79300 0 0 88300  

2025 0  9000 79300 0 0 88300  

2026 0  9000 79300 0 0 88300  

2027 0  9000 79300 0 0 88300  

2028 0  9000 79300 42000 0 130300  

2029 0  9000 79300 3000 0 91300  

2030 0  9000 79300 13000 0 101300  

2031 0  9000 79300 178000 0 266300  

2032 0  9000 79300 178000 0 266300  

2033 0  9000 79300 178000 0 266300  

2034 0  9000 79300 178000 0 266300  

2035 0  9000 79300 178000 0 266300  

2036 0  9000 79300 178000 0 266300  

2037 0  9000 79300 178000 0 266300  

2038 0  9000 79300 178000 0 266300  

2039 0  9000 79300 178000 0 266300  

 


